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Lambley cruelly ignores the fate of hundreds sacked

CLP Treasurer Robyn Lambley is ignoring the hundreds of Territorians who are already unemployed following the CLP axing public service contractors.

“Ms Lambley is focusing on full-time equivalent jobs, wallowing in semantics and cruelly ignoring the sacking of contractors,” Ms Lawrie said.

“For the Treasurer to deny that 600 jobs will go is extraordinary, given that she made the statement to media when handing down the mini budget.”

Ms Lambley said “We’ve told them that there’ll be 570 jobs, possibly up to 600, but around 570 jobs lost”.

A day after Ms Lambley sacked Claire Gardiner Barnes, the CEO of the Office of Children and Families, she had the gall to issue a press release saying that Labor claims that 600 jobs will go is false.

“Robyn Lambley is a disgrace. She doesn’t give a damn about the livelihoods she is destroying and the public services she is tearing down,” Ms Lawrie said.
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